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ABSTRACT
Roundabouts have many distinct features the engineering community can employ to solve complex or
unique traffic scenarios. This paper illustrates how to capitalize on many of the features through three realworld project examples.
In the first example, a roundabout is used to combine two closely spaced skewed intersections into one five
legged intersection. This example is located in the heart of a city exploding with population and traffic
growth. Under existing conditions, the two closely spaced intersections experience spillback across one
another resulting in poor intersection operations and frequent conflicts. This is further exacerbated by the
7 uncontrolled driveways within 215 feet of the major intersection. The proposed five-legged roundabout
mitigates the negative effect of the skewed intersections, consolidates the two closely spaced intersections
and provides access management for the uncontrolled driveways. Not only does this improvement provide
an anticipated reduction in crash potential and improved intersection operations, the alternative also
provides significant aesthetic benefits, leading to a revitalized city center.
In the second example, roundabouts are employed upstream of a central intersection that is oversaturated
and experiencing safety issues specific to permitted left-turn movements. The proposed bowtie intersection
configuration converts left-turn movements at the central intersection to U-turn maneuvers at the upstream
roundabouts. Eliminating left-turn maneuvers at the central intersection resolves safety issues
corresponding to the movement. Eliminating left-turn maneuvers also prioritizes high volume through
movements at the central intersection, reducing motorist delays and queues that block upstream
intersections and business driveways.
In the third example, roundabouts are utlized corridor-wide to assist in development of a stringent access
management plan in a densely accessed central business district. Specifically, a combination of medians
and mini-roundabouts are used to eliminate left-turn conflicts throughout the corridor to significantly reduce
crash potential, improve corridor progression, reduce intersection delay and improve pedestrian mobility.
This alternative converts left-turn maneuvers from private driveways to U-turn maneuvers at convenientlyspaced roundabouts throughout the corridor. The strategy provides safety and operational benefits without
significantly impacting a thriving central business district. This example illustrates how roundabouts can be
applied in nearly any context if designed appropriately.
As public stewards, engineers are challenged to develop infrastructure improvement strategies that
maximize benefits to the public. Maximizing benefits often requires innovative solutions that stray from
common practice. With proper planning and design, roundabouts offer distinct features that can reduce
crash prevalence and improve intersection operations in ways unobtainable by traditional intersection
configurations.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern roundabout is a form of circular intersection in which traffic travels counterclockwise around a
central island where entering traffic is required to yield to circulating traffic. Although roundabouts have
been prevalent in Europe for several decades, the advent of the modern roundabout in the United States
began in the 1990s. In this short period, several thousand roundabouts have been constructed throughout
the country.
The recent widespread endorsement of roundabouts in the United States is spurred in large part by data
that highlights safety benefits offered by this relatively new traffic control approach. Specifically, the
Highway Safety Manual (HSM) offers the following insight:
 By converting from a two-way stop control mechanism to a roundabout, a location can experience
an 82% reduction in severe (injury/fatal) crashes and a 44% reduction in overall crashes.
 By converting from a signalized intersection to a roundabout, a location can experience a 78%
reduction in severe (injury/fatal) crashes and a 48% reduction in overall crashes.
Like all forms of traffic control, the roundabout has many distinct features the engineering community can
employ to solve complex or unique traffic scenarios. This paper summarizes how to capitalize on many of
the features through three real-world project examples.

METHODOLOGY
At the time this paper was prepared, the three project examples highlighted in this paper were in the early
planning stages and not yet in operation or confirmed for implementation by decision makers. Due to
uniqueness of the proposed alternatives, if the projects transition from planning to implementation,
educational and enforcement measures will be essential to supplement recommended engineering
solutions. Education and enforcement strategies will be considered as part of later project development
phases and therefore are not included in this paper. Finally, design and operation level details such as
signage, pavement marking, construction and maintenance are not discussed in this paper.
To estimate benefits for each case study discussed in this paper, the following methodologies were used:
Traffic Operations: Various traffic models were used to evaluate intersection and/or corridor-wide
level of service (LOS). Essentially, LOS is a grade value that corresponds to specific traffic
operational characteristics within a given system. For example, at intersections, LOS is a function
of average vehicle delay, whereas LOS for an urban corridor is defined by the average travel speed.
According to North Dakota and Wyoming Departments of Transportation standards (states where
the case studies were completed), a LOS “A” or “B” is desirable with LOS “C” being the minimum
acceptable threshold value, whereas LOS “D,” “E” and “F” correspond to unacceptably deficient
traffic conditions.
Deterministic equations and data provided in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) were used to
analyze isolated intersections and links. Where deterministic equations were not appropriate,
simulation models were developed, calibrated and used for analysis. Specifically, simulation
models were used when oversaturated conditions (volume > capacity) were experienced and
where alternative intersection designs involved complex vehicle interactions that may not be fully
felt using static equations. Synchro was used for application of HCM equations and Vissim was
used for simulation modeling.
Safety: To forecast safety benefits, the most reliable and current research was used. Specifically,
crash modification factors (CMF) were gathered from the HSM, produced by the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and the Crash Modification
Factors Clearinghouse, maintained by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Where
applicable, CMFs were related to existing crash patterns to quantify safety benefits for each
alternative.
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CASE STUDY #1: INTERSECTION OF US HIGHWAY 85 AND ND HIGHWAY 23 IN WATFORD CITY,
ND
Background
As recently as five years ago, Watford City was a tranquil town of fewer than 2,000 residents. In recent
years, the energy industry has had a profound impact on the Watford City community, spurring new plats
and building permits as evidence of accelerated growth and economic activity. By the year 2035, the energy
boom is anticipated to increase Watford City’s population by nearly 800% to an estimated 15,000 residents.
Local traffic growth related to the
recent population increase pales in
comparison to regional traffic growth
specific to regional energy activity.
Traffic generated by energy activity
includes a dense percentage of slowmoving heavy vehicles (typically
30% of the traffic stream – refer to
Figure 1). The rapid growth in traffic
has put a strain on existing highway
infrastructure and has substantially
increased commute times for local
residents. These effects are no more
evident than on US Highway 85 and
ND Highway 23 through Watford
City. The intersection of these two
major regional corridors is located in
the heart of Watford City.

Figure 1 – Existing Traffic Congestion Approaching US Highway
85 and ND Highway 23 Intersection

During the time this paper was completed, US Highway 85 and ND Highway 23 bypass routes were in the
process of being implemented to alleviate congestion through Watford City. With the departure of regional
traffic consisting of dense truck traffic through the city
center, Watford City was presented with an opportunity Figure 2 – Access Points Surrounding US
to redesign the central intersection of the two major Highway 85 and ND Highway 23 Intersection
highways with a more community-centric focus.
Upon completion of the bypass routes, traffic volumes
forecasted at the study intersection would no longer meet
traffic signal warrants. However, the dense access
spacing surrounding the intersection complicates rightof-way assignment under stop control, resulting in
frequent conflicts. There are seven uncontrolled access
points within 215 feet of the intersection (refer to Figure
2). This intersection experienced the highest crash
frequency and rate within Watford City under two-way
stop control which was in place as recently as 2011.
The access point generating the highest frequency of
conflicts is located on the east side of the T-intersection
positioned almost directly across from the west
approach. This driveway provides access to a gas
station that generates high volumes of traffic, particularly
during peak periods of the day. While the three highway
approaches of this intersection are signal controlled, this
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driveway operates under stop control, resulting in vehicle movements across the intersection that interfere
with signal phases and driver expectancy.
Slightly more than 200 feet south of this major intersection, 3rd Avenue SW intersects US Highway 85.
Third Avenue SW (refer to Figure 2) carries more than 1,000 vehicles per day and is classified as a collector
in the city’s master transportation plan. Under existing and future conditions, the ND Highway 23
intersection spills back across the 3rd Avenue SW intersection, restricting access onto and off of this
corridor.
Regional traffic (including high volumes
of trucks) commonly bypass the
congested US Highway 85 and ND
Highway 23 intersection via 3rd Avenue
SW.
This has resulted in traffic
volumes, traffic loads and speeds far
exceeding those originally designed for
the corridor.
Furthermore, the 3rd
Avenue SW approach to US Highway
85 is skewed by approximately 25
degrees,
complicating
turning
maneuvers into and out of this roadway.

Figure 3 – Proposed Intersection Configuration at US
Highway 85 and ND Highway 23

Improvement Strategy
As part of the US Highway 85 Traffic
Operations report, it was recommended
a
five-approach
roundabout
be
constructed at the intersection (refer to
Figure 3). The current three-legged
configuration
would
absorb
the
adjacent gas station driveway and 3rd
Avenue SW approach for the fourth and fifth approaches respectively. This proposed improvement would
require the building on the southwest quadrant of the intersection be removed. The building was originally
developed to service railroad tracks that ran along 3rd Avenue SW; the railroad line was later abandoned
and use of this building has varied since.
Benefits Versus Traditional Strategies
The five-legged roundabout configuration offered the following benefits versus the “Do Nothing” alternative.
All benefits documented below are based upon traffic forecasts post US Highway 85 and ND Highway 23
Bypass Route construction.
 Improved Traffic Operations: The intersection operates at an improved LOS with a five-approach
roundabout (LOS “A”) compared to a three-legged signalized intersection (LOS “B”).
 Reduced Crash Potential: The proposed roundabout has 2 additional intersection approaches
but 22 fewer conflict points. Refer to the Introduction section of this paper for average crash
reduction statistics at roundabouts. The major benefit provided by a roundabout at this intersection
is the elimination of left-turn maneuvers at the intersection both from the highway and from adjacent
uncontrolled driveways. Unprotected left-turn maneuvers have been statistically proven to have a
greater susceptibility for serious or fatal crashes than all other crash types at urban intersections.
 Reduced Conflicts at Gas Station Driveway: By incorporating the gas station driveway into the
roundabout design, conflicts from this access that commonly interfere with motorist expectancy will
be eliminated. The driveway can be incorporated without impacting the gas station building.
 Improved Operations and Safety at 3rd Avenue SW Intersection with US Highway 85:
Consolidating the US Highway 85 intersections of ND Highway 23 and 3rd Avenue SW offers the
following operational and safety benefits:
o Alleviates deficiencies currently experienced when US Highway 85 traffic at the ND
Highway 23 intersection spillback across 3rd Avenue SW.
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Eliminates complicated turning maneuvers corresponding to the skewed intersection
design at 3rd Avenue SW.
o Eliminates cut-through traffic on 3rd Avenue SW bypassing the US Highway 85 and ND
Highway 23 intersection.
Improved Pedestrian and Bicycle Conditions: The revamped design includes pedestrian and
bicycle amenities at the intersection. The improvements facilitate controlled crossing opportunities
across each major highway resulting in improved network-wide connectivity for both modes of
travel.
Improved Aesthetics: The inscribed diameter of the roundabout can provide an area for plantings,
fountains, a gateway into downtown Watford City or a number of other aesthetic improvements.
Furthermore, removal of the building on the southeast quadrant of the intersection (designed to
service railroad tracks that no longer exist) allows for redevelopment opportunities. Aesthetic
improvements within the roundabout and effective redevelopment may revitalize the Watford City
center into an attractive destination for residents and businesses alike.
o





CASE STUDY #2: INTERSECTION OF BEVERLY AND 2ND STREET IN CASPER, WY
Background
The intersection of Beverly Street with 2nd Street in Casper, WY is the junction of two arterials that
exchange high volumes of vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle traffic on a daily basis. Refer to Figure 4 for an
aerial view of the existing intersection configuration. Vehicular and pedestrian conflicts have increased in
recent years, marked by an incapacitating bicycle injury and a pedestrian fatality in the past two years. A
second pedestrian fatality occurred in the past year at an uncontrolled location on 2nd Street, less than a
quarter mile east of the intersection.
Safety is not the only
transportation issue at the
Beverly Street intersection
with 2nd Street. Rising traffic
volumes in the area have led
to congestion. Carrying more
than 40,000 vehicles each
day,
the
signalized
intersection is one of the most
active
in
the
Casper
metropolitan area. During the
PM peak-hour, deficient traffic
operations are experienced,
marked
by
substantial
motorist
delay
where
motorists often sit through
multiple cycles and long
queue lengths that spillback
across adjacent intersections
and driveways (refer to Figure
5).

Figure 4 – Beverly and 2nd Street Intersection Configuration

Addressing the serious nature of pedestrian-vehicle crashes without unduly impacting traffic operations
required a balanced approach throughout the project. Currently, pedestrian and bicycle traffic only accounts
for 0.03% of total traffic at this intersection during peak periods. Additionally, the highest crash occurrences
were rear-end crashes which are common at intersections experiencing high levels of congestion and stopand-go traffic. Thus, impacting traffic operations to benefit pedestrians and bicycles may result in increased
rear-end crashes. Furthermore, the Beverly and 2nd Street intersection is fully built-out with businesses or
residential homes on each intersection quadrant, leaving minimal available right-of-way for potential
roadway expansion to accommodate capacity or safety improvements.
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Improvement Strategy
While property access functionality and traffic operations are critical to economic vitality, ignoring
multimodal safety may result in much Figure 5 – Queue Lengths at the Beverley and 2nd Street
graver consequences. Therefore, a range
Intersection
of low-cost, short-term pedestrian and
bicycle improvements were developed for
immediate
implementation.
The
improvements
avoid
potentially
controversial property impacts to ensure
immediate implementation. The short-term
improvements will, however, impact traffic
operations, particularly as pedestrian,
bicycle and vehicular volumes increase.
To address future traffic operations
deficiencies
while
maintaining
pedestrian/bicycle safety and limiting property impacts, a bowtie intersection configuration was
recommended for long-term implementation. The bowtie intersection configuration would eliminate direct
left turns at the intersection. Drivers desiring to turn left from Beverly Street onto 2nd Street (yellow/purple
routes in Figure 6) must first travel through the main intersection, then execute a U-turn at the multilane
roundabout downstream of the intersection. Drivers then turn right at 2nd Street. Drivers on 2nd Street
desiring to turn left onto Beverly Street (magenta/red in Figure 6) must first turn right at the main intersection,
execute a U-turn at the downstream multilane roundabout, and proceed back through the main intersection.
Enforcement, signage and pavement markings are critical aspects to ensuring that motorists do not turn
left at the central intersection. As noted in the Methodology section of the paper; these aspects will be
addressed in later phases of project development and implementation.
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Figure 6 – Proposed Bowtie Intersection Concept

Benefits Versus Traditional Strategies
The bowtie configuration offered the following benefits versus the “No Build” alternative:
 Improved Intersection Operations: Removing left-turn phases from the central intersection
allows the time formerly allocated for these movements to be spent serving higher volume through
movements. This results in reduced delays for these movements and reduced queues overall.
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Reduced Delay: A 9% decrease in motorist delay at the intersection under forecasted
2035 traffic volumes (accounts for increased left-turn travel time). This increases to a 24%
reduction in motorist delay under the highest 2035 growth scenario considered.
o Reduced Queue Lengths: Removing the left-turn phasing from the central intersection
reduces queue lengths by as much as 58%, alleviating many spillback conflicts across
adjacent driveways and intersections.
 Reduced Angled Crash Potential: Eliminating the left-turn phase from the intersection improves
pedestrian/bicycle safety and vehicular safety alike (crash types most susceptible to injuries and
fatalities). In the past three years, this intersection experienced 9 angled vehicle crashes (3 of which
resulted in injuries), 1 pedestrian fatality and 1 bicycle injury that would have been alleviated by
removing the left-turn conflict from this intersection.
 Reduced Rear-End Crash Potential: Queue lengths will be substantially reduced, reducing
likelihood for rear-end crashes. Nearly half of all crashes were rear-end crashes at this intersection
(14 property damage-only crashes and 1 injury crash).
 Improved Safety at Upstream Intersections: As noted in the introduction, studies have found
that total crashes, total injuries and total fatalities are reduced by a significant margin when
traditional intersections are converted to a roundabout. 60% of crashes at the upstream
intersections of Beverly Street with 1st and 3rd Streets (5 crashes total) would have been alleviated
if a roundabout were in place.
 Increased Pedestrian and Bicycle Convenience: The upstream roundabouts at the intersection
of Beverly Street with 1st and 3rd Avenues offer additional safe and convenient crossing locations
for pedestrians to traverse Beverly Street. Additionally, by removing existing left-turn lanes,
medians can be implemented which offer refuge islands for pedestrians and bicyclists alike. Refuge
islands not only allow pedestrians and bicycles to cross the intersection in stages, but studies have
found that refuge islands increase motorist yielding percentages.
 Reduced Crash Potential Related to Upstream Access Points: By eliminating existing left-turn
lanes, medians can be implemented at the intersection to serve as an outlet for access
management. Using nationally recognized operations and safety factors, converting the 26
upstream full access points to right-in/right-out access points equates to an estimated 59% and
73% improvement to roadway progression and crash potential on the roadway links leading up to
the study intersection. According to historic crash data, there were 2 property damage vehicle
crashes and 1 bicycle injury crash that would have been alleviated if a median were present. One
of the greatest benefits provided by the upstream roundabouts is that drivers forced to make rightin/right-out maneuvers at driveways can conveniently change directions via U-turn movements at
the two proposed Beverly Street roundabouts.
 Minimized Property Impacts: Although right-of-way is required to implement the proposed
roundabouts and right-turn lanes, no buildings are directly impacted by the proposed improvement
strategy. As previously noted, this contrasts the majority of traditional and alternative intersection
designs studied for this location.
It is estimated the bowtie intersection configuration would cost approximately $2.2 million to retrofit at the
existing location. According to the benefit-to-cost analysis conducted to compare the existing configuration
with the bowtie configuration, operational and safety benefits offered by the bowtie intersection equates to
a cost savings of more than $15 million for the public between 2013 and 2035.
o

CASE STUDY #3: DOWNTOWN WATFORD CITY, ND
Background
ND Highway 23 Business Route (illustrated in Figure 7) is the primary arterial servicing traffic throughout
Watford City’s urban core and surrounding neighborhoods. Rapid population growth experienced in
Watford City has placed a large burden on the corridor as it serves as a primary outlet for retail and dining
in not only the city, but an approximate 30 mile (radius) service area. The corridor also operates as a
principal arterial carrying regional traffic throughout the city. The recent traffic influx has exacerbated
existing traffic operations and safety deficiencies for local and regional vehicular traffic and pedestrian and
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bicycle traffic alike. Ensuring this corridor meets the mobility demands of the community while serving the
local businesses abutting the roadway is critical for the economic vitality of the community.

Figure 7 – ND Highway 23 Business Route Through Watford City

The corridor runs north and south along Main Street for 0.35 miles and east and west along 4th Avenue
North for another mile. The corridor consists of fully built-out commercial and residential districts with
minimal available right-of-way.
This not only restricts the Figure 8 – Illustration of Access Related Conflicts on ND Highway 23
opportunity
for
increased
capacity
but
also
for
implementation of certain rightof-way
intense
access
management strategies (i.e.
frontage and backage roads).
This characteristic is critical
because the current access
spacing on Main Street is five
times greater than the minimum
access spacing guidelines set
forth by the North Dakota
Department of Transportation.
Many of these access points are
the only feasible access location to the property, making it exceedingly difficult to meet NDDOT access
spacing standards. Refer to Figure 8 for an illustration of an access related conflict along the corridor.
Transportation deficiencies are not vehicle specific along ND Highway 23 Business Route. One of the
major concerns raised by key stakeholders and the public during the planning process pertained to
pedestrian and crossing difficulty and safety, specifically across the east-west (4th Avenue) section of
highway. Although this one of the most active pedestrian corridors in the City, the 1 mile section does not
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include any controlled pedestrian crossings traversing the corridor. This corridor is most commonly
traversed by students travelling between residential neighborhoods to the north and the local elementary,
middle and high schools to the south. Furthermore, on the easternmost end of the highway, vehicle speeds
have been cited as a concern where the corridor transitions from 45 MPH to 25 MPH.
Traffic control is a concern on the
north-south portion of the highway
(Main Street) where multiple
unwarranted
all-way
stop
controlled (AWSC) intersections
reside. Although stop signs on the
highway
control
traffic
for
pedestrians,
they
negatively
impede progression along the
corridor regardless of whether
pedestrians or conflicting traffic is
present. It is common for stop
sign queues to spillback across
numerous driveways and also trap
motorists parked along the street
(refer to Figure 9).

Figure 9 – Main Street Congestion at All‐Way Stop Control

The two-way stop control (TWSC)
intersections along Main Street
have obstructed sight triangles
due to the presence of buildings built with minimal offset from the sidewalk and street. This results in “blind”
turning maneuvers by motorists at these approaches or motorists encroaching across pedestrian
crosswalks. Removal of AWSC intersections on Main Street approaches would result in similar sight
obstruction concerns at these intersections.
Contrasting the majority of highways affected by western North Dakota’s “energy boom,” congestion
consists primarily, if not exclusively, of passenger cars. This is the result of city municipal code truck
restrictions (except service vehicles) on the Business Route.
Improvement Strategy
The first recommendation for the corridor was an access management plan that includes raised medians
to reduce the number of conflicts into the traffic stream. To accommodate left-turns into and out of private
properties with restricted access from median installation, multiple single-lane roundabouts are
recommended throughout the corridor. With installation of roundabouts, drivers are allowed to make leftturns by making an initial right-turn out of their property and then making a U-turn at one of the multiple
conveniently-located roundabouts placed approximately every 2-3 city blocks, dependent upon the location
and density of access points. Between the roundabouts, ¾ access controlled intersections (where crossstreet left-turn and through movements are restricted) were recommended. Refer to Figure 10 for an
illustration of the proposed ND Highway 23 corridor improvement plan.
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Figure 10 – ND Highway 23 Business Route Improvement Plan
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Due
to
the
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small intersection footprint at each roundabout location, mini-roundabouts were recommended. Miniroundabouts are single-lane roundabouts with inscribed circle diameters between 45 feet and 80 feet. Their
defining feature is a traversable central island (as well as splitter islands) to accommodate large vehicles
(refer to Figure 11). Essentially, larger vehicles operate a mini-roundabout like an AWSC while passenger
cars operate it as a normal roundabout. Based upon these characteristics, as the percentage of trucks
increases, the overall capacity of mini-roundabouts decreases. Negative impacts resulting from truck
activity at mini-roundabouts is mitigated by the truck restrictions along this corridor.

Figure 11 – Illustration of Passenger Cars and Trucks Operation Proposed Mini‐roundabouts

Benefits Versus Traditional Strategies
The proposed mini-roundabout corridor with medians and access control provides the following benefits
versus traditional corridor configurations:
 Reduced Conflicts Throughout the Corridor: The access management plan coupled with
medians, ¾ access control and roundabouts work together to reduce more than 85% of conflict
points when compared to the “Do Nothing” alternative. Using nationally recognized safety factors,
this equates to an approximate 41% reduction in crash potential.
 Improved Corridor Progression: Progression along the corridor will be improved through the
following improvements:
o Reduction in the number of conflicts along the corridor alleviates friction in the traffic
stream. Using data included in the HCM, this reduction in access density equates to a
30% improvement to corridor progression.
o Replacing existing AWSC with roundabouts eliminates unnecessary stops when
pedestrians or conflicting traffic is not present. This will alleviate spillback caused the stop
signs that block business driveways and trap motorists into on-street parking spaces.
o At ¾ access intersections, left-turn lanes will be implemented which will separate slow
moving or stopped left-turning traffic from the traffic stream, improving progression.
Additionally, studies have found installation of left-turn lanes at major intersections reduces
overall intersection crashes by nearly 50%.
 Reduced Susceptibility For Serious Crashes: Roundabouts in combination with ¾ access
control will improve safety by restricting left-turns onto the corridor, the movement most susceptible
to conflicts and serious crashes.
 Improved Safety Related to Sight Obstructions: Restricting left-turns onto the corridor
eliminates concern related to sight obstructions for existing left-turn maneuvers onto Main Street.
Specifically, the number of “blind” intersection approaches along the corridor is reduced from six to
zero with the proposed improvement plan.
 Reduced Congestion at Intersections: Currently, left-turns onto the corridor from two-way stop
controlled intersections experience very poor operations due to the steady flow of traffic on the
mainline. Roundabouts will improve operations for this movement. All roundabouts are anticipated
to operate at LOS “A” during existing and 2035 peak-hour traffic conditions as well as for all studied
sensitivity analysis scenarios. This includes improving the most congested intersection along the
corridor from LOS “E” to “A” during the highest forecasted traffic scenario.
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Improved Pedestrian Safety Across Corridor: With the proposed improvement plan, the number
of controlled pedestrian crossings is increased from four crosswalks located on consecutive
intersections to 14 dispersed throughout the corridor. Projected pedestrian crosswalks were
facilitated via mini-roundabouts. Roundabouts were strategically located to provide convenient
access to major pedestrian generators such as the elementary school, parks, businesses, etc.
Roundabouts improve pedestrian conditions in the following ways:
o Roundabouts have fewer vehicular conflict points, reducing the potential for crashes.
Studies have found that vehicle-pedestrian crashes are reduced on average of 73% at
roundabouts when compared to traditional intersections.
o Roundabouts naturally calm traffic, reducing the potential for serious or fatal injuries when
crashes do occur.
o Roundabouts include pedestrian refuge islands. Refuge islands allow pedestrians to cross
the street in stages, increasing crossing ease and reducing pedestrian exposure to traffic.
Maintain Economic Vitality: Conflicts are reduced while still maintaining access to 100% of the
properties along the corridor. Reducing congestion also has the potential to increase consumer
appeal toward businesses in Watford City’s central business district by reducing travel time and
improving access to on-street parking.
Minimized Property Impacts: The proposed improvement plan can be retrofitted within the
existing roadway footprint. The only curb adjustments necessary are at roundabouts. However,
no additional right-of-way is needed to complete the project.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this paper highlights three unique roundabout applications.
 In the first example, a roundabout is used to combine two closely spaced skewed intersections into
one five-legged intersection. This example is located in the heart of a city exploding with population
and traffic growth; the concept resulted in reduced crash potential, improved intersection operations
and significant aesthetic benefits leading to a revitalized city center.
 In the second example, roundabouts are employed upstream of a central intersection that is
oversaturated and experiencing safety issues specific to permitted left-turn movements. The
proposed bowtie intersection configuration converts left-turn movements at the central intersection
to U-turn maneuvers at the upstream roundabouts. Eliminating left-turn maneuvers at the central
intersection resolves safety issues corresponding to the movement. Eliminating left-turn
maneuvers also prioritizes high volume through movements at the central intersection, reducing
motorist delays and queues that block upstream intersections and business driveways.
 In the third example, roundabouts are employed corridor-wide to assist in development of a
stringent access management plan in a densely accessed central business district. Specifically, a
combination of medians and mini-roundabouts are used to eliminate left-turn conflicts throughout
a corridor to significantly reduce crash potential, improve corridor progression, reduce intersection
delay and improve pedestrian mobility. This alternative converts left-turn maneuvers from private
driveways to U-turn maneuvers at conveniently-spaced roundabouts throughout the corridor. The
strategy provides safety and operational benefits without significantly impacting a thriving central
business district. This example illustrates how roundabouts can be applied in nearly any context if
designed appropriately.
As public stewards, engineers are challenged to develop infrastructure improvement strategies that
maximize benefits to the public. Maximizing benefits often requires innovative solutions that stray from
typical strategies. With proper design, roundabouts offer distinct features that can reduce crash prevalence
and improve intersection operations in ways unobtainable to traditional intersection configurations.

